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TEAM NOX

Antomi Ramos, 26, from Gran Canaria, is 
the best Spanish beach tennis player in 
the history of the sport. Amongst his 
many wins he counts more than 30 ITF 
titles, the 2018 World Championship, and 
the 2019 Beach Sports World Champions-
hip, as well as 9 Spanish championships. In 
2019, he reached the top spot in the world 
ranking, becoming the first Spanish player 
ever to do so.

In the words of Ramos himself: “Signing 
for NOX is a dream come true; it's the 
cherry on top of a spectacular sporting 
year in 2019. It seems incredible that a 
Spanish brand like NOX is choosing to 
invest in beach tennis, and I'm sure it will 
be a major boost for the professionalisa-
tion of our sport. I only wish for two things 
in 2020: To end the year as number 1 in 
the ranking, and for NOX’s first beach 
tennis racket collection to prove a success 
with fans."
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LUXURYSERIES 



NEW RACKET   SERIES - LUXURY



20 mm

100% carbon

HR3 Soft Core

350- 360 g

Carbon Fiber 12k

Designed together with the World Champion Antomi Ramos, 
the AR10 TEMPO combines the most advanced technologies 
applied to a beach tennis racket with an amazing design. 

The AR10 TEMPO combines the Fiber Carbon 12K on its faces 
with the HR3 Soft Core and a 100% carbon frame to help advan-
ced and pro players to unleash their full potential on the court. 
Is this what you are looking for in a beach tennis racket?

SECURITY LOGISTICS
UNITS/BOX: 10

BOX MEASUREMENTS :
60x40x30 cm

AR10 TEMPO BEACH TENNIS RACKET

TECNOLOGY NOX

CHARACTERISTICS

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE.........259 €

TYPE OF PLAYER -  INTENSIVE FAMILY - RACKETS EAN - 8436567657555   

POWER

CONTROL

Weight

Profile

Frame

Face

Eva

REF RACKET:

PBEAR10TEMP

SERIES - LUXURY

With the new security code we will 
track the origin of the racket to 
control the distribution chain of the 
product.



20 mm

100% carbon

HR3 Black Eva Soft Core

350-360 g

Carbon Fiber 12k

Designed together with the World Champion Antomi Ramos, 
the AR10 NERBO combines the most advanced technologies 
applied to a beach tennis racket with an amazing design. 

The AR10 NERBO combines the Fiber Carbon 12K on its faces 
with the HR3 Black Eva Soft Core making the racket a bit harder 
than her siter TEMPO , 100% carbon frame to help advanced and 
pro players to unleash their full potential on the court. Is this 
what you are looking for in a beach tennis racket?

SECURITY LOGISTICS
UNITS/BOX: 10

BOX MEASUREMENTS :
60x40x30 cm

AR10 NERBO BEACH TENNIS RACKET

TECNOLOGY NOX

CHARACTERISTICS

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE.........259 €

TYPE OF PLAYER -  INTENSIVE FAMILY - RACKETS EAN - 8436567657548   

POWER

CONTROL

Weight

Profile

Frame

Face

Eva

REF RACKET:

PBEAR10NER

SERIES - LUXURY

With the new security code we will 
track the origin of the racket to 
control the distribution chain of the 
product.



22 mm

80% carbon

HR3 Soft Core

350-360 g

Fiber Carbon 3K

Designed and developed together with team of pro players, the 
VARADERO combines the Fiber Carbon 3K on its faces with the 
HR3 Soft Core and a 80% carbon frame. 

A winning combination for an excellent balance between power 
and control in a racket with 22mm profile in order to provide 
confort and security in every hit.

SECURITY LOGISTICS
UNITS/BOX: 10

BOX MEASUREMENTS :
60x40x30 cm

VARADERO BEACH TENNIS RACKET 

TECNOLOGY NOX

CHARACTERISTICS

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE........229 €

TYPE OF PLAYER -  INTENSIVE FAMILY - RACKETS EAN - 8436567657562   

POWER

CONTROL

Weight

Profile

Frame

Face

Eva

REF RACKET:

PBELUXVAR

SERIES - LUXURY

With the new security code we will 
track the origin of the racket to 
control the distribution chain of the 
product.



PROSERIES



22 mm

80% Carbon

HR3 Soft Core

350-360 g

Fiber Glass Silver

Based on the best-selling padel racket in history, the ML10 PRO 
CUP BEACH shares with her padel "sister" the same face mate-
rials with a softer rubber specially conceived for beach tennis.

All this combined in a 22 millimetre profile gives the product a 
super comfortable touch suitable for any type of player: from 
beginners to professionals.

SECURITY LOGISTICS
UNITS/BOX: 10

BOX MEASUREMENTS :
60x40x30 cm

ML10 PRO CUP BEACH TENNIS RACKET 

TECNOLOGY NOX

CHARACTERISTICS

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE........187 €

TYPE OF PLAYER -  INTENSIVE FAMILY - RACKETS EAN - 8436567657579   

POWER

CONTROL

Weight

Profile

Frame

Face

Eva

REF RACKET:

PBEML10PCOOR

SERIES - PRO

With the new security code we will 
track the origin of the racket to 
control the distribution chain of the 
product.



22 mm

80% Carbon

HR3 Black Eva Soft Core

350-360 g

Fiber Glass Silver

Inspired by players who fight every single point we have created 
SURVIVOR, the most savage racket for those who never give up. 

Incredible design combined with the latest racket technologies 
provides you top performance.

SECURITY LOGISTICS
UNITS/BOX: 10

BOX MEASUREMENTS :
60x40x30 cm

SURVIVOR BEACH TENNIS RACKET

TECNOLOGY NOX

CHARACTERISTICS

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE.........187 €

TYPE OF PLAYER -  INTENSIVE FAMILY - RACKETS EAN - 8436567657586   

POWER

CONTROL

Weight

Profile

Frame

Face

Eva

REF RACKET:

PBEML10PRCA

SERIES - PRO

With the new security code we will 
track the origin of the racket to 
control the distribution chain of the 
product.



ADVANCESERIES



22 mm

50% Carbon

HR3 Soft Core

350-360 g

Fiber Glass 3K

SAND rackets have arrived to accomplish all the requirements 
of a intermediate and advanced players. With sandy surface to 
maximize the spin in every hit and carbon frame to improve 
racket resistance. The HR3 Soft core  in a 22 mm profile will 
ensure the best consistency and power. 

The SAND Green racket and the SAND Purple racket share the 
same mould and materials but they are different in the hole 
pattern. With 2 lines of holes SAND Green is slightly harder than 
Sand Purple.  

SECURITY LOGISTICS
UNITS/BOX: 10

BOX MEASUREMENTS :
60x40x30 cm

SAND GREEN BEACH TENNIS RACKET

TECNOLOGY NOX

CHARACTERISTICS

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE.........129 €

TYPE OF PLAYER -  ADVANCED FAMILY - RACKETS EAN - 8436567657593   

POWER

CONTROL

Weight

Profile

Frame

Face

Eva

REF RACKET:

PBEADVSA1

SERIES - ADVANCE

With the new security code we will 
track the origin of the racket to 
control the distribution chain of the 
product.



22 mm

50% Carbon

HR3 Soft Core

350-360 g

Fiber Glass 3K

TECNOLOGY NOX

   

Weight

Profile

Frame

Face

Eva

SAND rackets have arrived to accomplish all the requirements 
of a intermediate and advanced players. With sandy surface to 
maximize the spin in every hit and carbon frame to improve 
racket resistance. The HR3 Soft core  in a 22 mm profile will 
ensure the best consistency and power. 

The SAND Purple racket and the SAND Green racket share the 
same mould and materials but they are different in the hole 
pattern. With 4 lines of holes SAND Purple is slightly softer than 
Sand Green.  

SECURITY LOGISTICS
UNITS/BOX: 10

BOX MEASUREMENTS :
60x40x30 cm

SAND PURPLE BEACH TENNIS RACKET

CHARACTERISTICS

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE.........129 €

TYPE OF PLAYER -  ADVANCED FAMILY - RACKETS EAN - 8436567657609   

POWER

CONTROL

REF RACKET:

PBEADVSA2

SERIES - ADVANCE

With the new security code we will 
track the origin of the racket to 
control the distribution chain of the 
product.



CASUALSERIES



22 mm

30% Carbon

HR3 Soft Core

350-360 g

Fiber Glass

The VENICE beach tennis racket is our most colorful weapon! 

Designed for players who want to get initiated in Beach Tennis 
or to have a great time with friends and family without excee-
ding expenses! 

Equipped with some technologies of our top performance 
rackets, it will help you  improve your game.

SECURITY LOGISTICS
UNITS/BOX: 10

BOX MEASUREMENTS :
60x40x30 cm

VENICE BEACH TENNIS RACKET

TECNOLOGY NOX

CHARACTERISTICS

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE.........69 €

TYPE OF PLAYER -  BEGGINER FAMILY - RACKETS EAN - 8436567657616    

POWER

CONTROL

Weight

Profile

Frame

Face

Eva

REF RACKET:

PBECAVENI

SERIES - CASUAL

With the new security code we will 
track the origin of the racket to 
control the distribution chain of the 
product.



22 mm

30% Carbon

HR3 Soft Core

350-360 g

Fiber Glass

The SAILOR beach tennis racket will let you sail across any kind 
of game. 

Designed for players who want to get initiated in Beach Tennis 
or to have a great time with friends and family without excee-
ding expenses! 

Equipped with some technologies of our top performance 
rackets, it will help you  improve your game.

SECURITY LOGISTICS
UNITS/BOX: 10

BOX MEASUREMENTS :
60x40x30 cm

SAILOR BEACH TENNIS RACKET

TECNOLOGY NOX

CHARACTERISTICS

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE.........69 €

TYPE OF PLAYER -  BEGGINER FAMILY - RACKETS EAN - 8436567657623   

POWER

CONTROL

Weight

Profile

Frame

Face

Eva

REF RACKET:

PBECASAIL

SERIES - CASUAL

With the new security code we will 
track the origin of the racket to 
control the distribution chain of the 
product.



NOX Technologies

Maximum stiffness and strength 
while maintaining the racket's 
lightness thanks to the finest 
interlaced carbon microfilaments.

By using a greater amount of 
material from the frame up to four 
centimeters inside the racket face 
we minimize the difference in 
toughness between the frame and 
the face. Thus, when the ball is hit 
with the outer areas of the racket 
we minimize the possible cutting of 
fibres that could occur when the 
rubber sinks in.  

Fiber carbon applied to the 
frame provides with greater 
rigidity and durability to the 
racket.

Extra soft rubber to provide 
maximum confort and vibration 
absortion. 

The core has rubber that is even 
denser than the HR3. It increases 
the speed with which the racket 
core recovers its state prior to 
striking the ball. This rubber attains 
maximum power.

Our special thickness silica 
sand helps you boost extra spin 
to your shots so that you can 
place the ball at the desired 
point on the court.

The 3K weave is achieved by 
interweaving the fibre threads to form 
small squares. In our case we use a 3K 
fibre with a higher grammage than 
normal carbon fibre to attain a more 
durable product.

The 3K Fiber Glass weave is 
achieved by interweaving the 
fibre threads to form small 
squares providing a higher 
grammage than regular fiber 
glass in order to make the racket 
more durable.

The Fibre Glass Silver gives 
the racket an intermediate 
hardness between the  glass 
fibre and the carbon fibre.



BEACH
ACCESSORIES



44 L

55 x 30 x 24 cm

Designed exclusively for our #1 Antomi Ramos.
Take all you need for your beach tennis 

tournaments and trainings.

            Compartments:

                NOX ThermoTech (thermal) compartment with 
capacity for up to 3 rackets.

                Trainers or clothing.
               Outer pocket with organiser for 

mobile phone, keys, wallet...
                Inside pocket.

                Access to Mp3 headphones.

                Can also be used as a backpack.

PALETERO BEACH TEAM AR10

CHARACTERISTICS

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE.........54,99 €

TYPE OF PLAYER -  INTENSIVE FAMILY - BAGS EAN - 8436567657531   

Capacity

Measurements

REF RACKET:

BBEPTEAMAR10

ACCESSORIES



Professional competition quality balls. High level of elasticity 
and stabilized pressure. Particularly suitable for beach tennis. 
Our balls offer the greatest durability and speed to ensure you 
enjoy playing even more.

Approved by the ITF (ITF Stage 2)

NOX PRO TITANIUM 3-BALL BEACH TENNIS BAG

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE.........5,95 €

TYPE OF PLAYER -  INTENSIVE FAMILY - BALLS EAN - 8436567657524   

REF RACKET:

BOTBOPRTI3UNBT

ACCESSORIES



Professional competition quality balls. High level of elasticity 
and stabilized pressure. Particularly suitable for beach tennis. 
Our balls offer the greatest durability and speed to ensure you 
enjoy playing even more.

NOX PRO TITANIUM 24 BAGS OF 3 BALLS CARTON

TYPE OF PLAYER -  INTENSIVE FAMILY - BALLS EAN - 8436567657517   

REF RACKET:

CABOPRTI3UNBT

ACCESSORIES




